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Currently，the world is facing and will continue experiencing a massive 
ecological change. Mankind always concerned about environmental problems 
(ecological pollution, global warming, etc.), social issues (indifference, 
communication barriers, etc.), culture problem (lack of faith and culture) and energy 
crisis and other reality problems. In ecological change, the real challenge is that 
repaired and increased the existing resources, in order to distribute and use in better 
way. In the current information explosion, Public for the ecological problems gives 
the different solutions .Restore the ecosystem、cultural landscape of reconstruction 
and recycling system design as the main three programs received positive results in 
practice. In recent years, artists participate in this current of the times, abandon 
unprofitable personal creation, to undertake more social responsibility, use of 
ecological change being involved in the arts. 
As a rising star in the field of Art----Earth Art being used to resolve the problem 
of ecological and social lead by industrialization and urbanization. In this study, the 
focus on the perspective of Earth Art on renewable Plains ecological landscape 
design restoration and revelation. On the structure of the article, first, the 
development of renewable generation and designed to make a simple comb. 
Secondly, The Art plays an important role in the landscape design. In this part ,it 
analyzes the Art of manifestation and significance in regeneration design, and land 
art, as the newly-developing art aesthetics, brings high impact innovative thinking 
to regenerate the native landscape design. Finally, under the current popular tourist 
attractions situation in the road around the island of Xiamen, the use of regenerative 
design reproducing the original ecological landscape, cultural landscape history 
regain remembrance. The idea for the whole story of creation is respect thankful to 
the earth and nature, with the art to solve ecological problems and facilitate 
communication between mankind and nature. 
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